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by Rosa Cerrato 
Room 204B was the place where "money 
talked and nobody walked," that is nobody 
walked away from the discussion. I guess 
money is' one of those topics mat you just 
can't walk away from. A money talk is like a 
sex talk, even though the speaker is telling 
you something you already know, or things 
you would never.do, no matter what we all 
usually stay until the end of the talk. 
Tlie Finance Society had Mr. Lawrence 
Zicklin as the speaker on the money game. 
Mr. Zicklin is a graduate of Bernard M. 
Baruch (yes, our Baruch) College of the 
class of 1957. His income is over 100,000 
dollars a year and he is a successful broker 
for Neuberger & Berman. He has managed 
. 1 0 0 to 150 thousand dollars in today's 
economy and has come up on the winning 
side. He is also a handsome man with a 
beautiful poise. ~ 
The "game" started with the (chase) 
inviting 36 firms with narrow coverage of 
" the market which worked on a selective 
number of ideas. The chase set up certain 
rules to make tins as realistic as possible. 
They started off with a portfolio of 100 
million dollars on March '70. You had to own 
a certain number of stocks maximum of 25 
and minimum of 12 or 13. You could only 
have a certain amount of capitalization on 
any firm. You had to give to the fellow on the 
other end of the phone a rational as to what 
you would do. You had to tell him why you 
were buying it; what you earning estimates 
were; what you confidence backed to us and 
* they had ratings of confidence and fairness; 
what your risk factors were; what was the 
prune as you saw it in the market; what was 
the fundamental reason for buying it; why 
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are you buying it now ana not yesterday or a 
month ago. You also had a form filled in 
central which went into all this in greater 
detail. You bad cash positions, if you 
thought the department was going down you . 
couldn't have 100 per cent cash because the 
chase can't have 100 per cent cash. You had 
a maximum single position, something like 5 
or 10 per cent of the entire fund of any one 
security. You were measured, 60 per cent of 
the basis on your absolute performance 
comparingyou to others; 15 per cent on your 
performance long as opposed to short term 
securities; I5.per.cent on your evaluation of 
risk; 10per cent oh the evaluation was based 
on things he didn't understand. 
Then he told us of this experiences with 
the Wrigley Co., and "Mr. Wrigley who 
sounds like quite -a stubborn man. The 
' company had a 5 per cent increase in their 
growth rate and they had no price increase 
in then* product since the 50's. Mr. CSegler) 
went to Mr. Wrigley and told him that it was 
just logical that he would have to raise the 
price of his gum because not only would he 
be the only one with a 5 cents gum but when 
people bought the gum they paid 6 or 7 cents 
for it, and that spread between tile nickel 
and the 7 cents went to the retailer. He told 
him why lose that money when he could 
raise his wholesale price and have to 
retailer sell it for 10 cents. Wrigley did raise 
the price 25 per cent, and being that the 
domestic volume is over 100 million, 25 per 
cent was 25 million dollars. When cut in half 
it is approximately 12.5 million dollars, they 
had 2 million shares outstanding^ over $6 a 
share. The bet was right and Mr; Zicklin 
bought a lot of Wrigley's Shares (later he 
sold his snares and didn't make anything on 
it, this was one of his mistakes). He also 
gave other examples of either successes or 
" failures.,~ > -r̂  •_•---. ^ 
Mr. Ziegler said that these were the 
lessons he learned from the whole tiling: 
a. that it is an art not a science, 
b. he learned to be very careful in this 
business because when a surprise comes it 
is always a bad one, 
c. the chase makes you humble because : 
2 * * m & 2 2 3 5 & & ^ * i $ $ & o d of every 3 or 
asked if he had any stock i o recommend? 
Mr. Zicklin answered,that he always shied 
away from that^ because it can get 
dangerous. Another question was that 
everybody tells you when to buy stocks but 
not when to get out? He answered "Does it 
help you sir when I say that I always get out 
a little bit too early?" There were many 
other questions, and as a matter of fact 
students walked out with him still hitting 
him with more questions. 
What he seemed to stress most is the fact 
that there is no set rule for when one should 
buy or sell, it is up to you when you decide 
the time is right. 
I t really makes me feel good that one of 




'*•*/?-. *tT%3 • to it after v 
you sold it and how it compares to the one 
you bought instead of it. After a period of 
time when you look at these reports you get 
to appreciate them and you get humble, 
d. the stocks sell at psychological reasons 
not fundamental ones, 
e. he tries to find stock where he can get a 
little lucky in, 
f. the chase allows you to go on short 
terms gains and not to worry about being 
short, 
g. and not to be afraid to be alone in your 
investments. 
Then came the questions, and one man 
Dr. Jean Buchin, of the Education 
Department, conducted a "rap session" on 
drug abuse on Tuesday, April 25, 1972. The 
guest speaker was Martha Davis, the 
controversial figure who has served on 
President Nixon's Ad Hoc Committee on 
Crime in the Streets and Alcoholism. She 
recently spearheaded the establishment of a 
Drug Abuse Center for Adolescents- at 
Harlem Hospital. This was accomplished 
through neighborhoods participation in 
staging a series of demonstrations on West 
125 Street and involving the community 
where the addiction rate is alarmingly high. 
In addition, Mrs. Davis and her supporters 
"sat in," . after taking possession of an 
unused floor of the hospital, in order to 
dramatize their need to utilize this facility 
as a drug abuse center for adolescents. 
During these dramatic events, the United 
Drug Fighters was established, represen-
ting many heretofore divergent community 
groups. ^Martha Davis became the Coor-
dinator of this organization. 
The informal Baruch get-together was 
attended primarily by students majoring in 
Psychology, Sociology, Education and those 
interested in Pre-Med. Dr. John Bauer 
assisted by providing the audience with 
some^h&ckground material on methadone 
progfans^dixfe^s"fpoHicwaoy 'drug^ abuser 
programs in that is does not employ 
methadone. This program is highly 
regarding by many special ists in 
Washington, and Senator Hughes has been 
promoting it as a model for urban areas 
throughout the country. 
A number of interested students asked 
whether they would be permitted to 
volunteer in the program, particularly 
during the summer. Mrs. Davis was en-
thusiastic about the plan and arrangements 
were made for sJUents who would like to 
participate to contact her at Harlem 
Hospital. 
Music Festival Continues 
• There are still EIGHT events forthcoming 
in the SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL, 
presented by the Music Department. Even if 
you have missed hearing a Beethoven piano 
sonata; From the Diary of a Fly (Yes!) by 
Bela Bartok for piano solo; a concert ver-
sion (with minimal choreography) of that 
phenomenal non-book TRIBAL-LOVE-
ROCK- h a i r ish -AMERICAN- MUSICAL; 
the only String Quartet by Claude Debussy; 
a wonderful Clarinet Quintet by Carl Maria 
von Weber; a great Brahms Piano Trio-you 
still have EIGHT more chances to enjoy 
performances by the Baruch Choraleers, 
The Baruch ; Band, the Baruch Faculty 
String Quartet, tile Jazz-Rock Group, the 
Baruch Chamber Orchestra and a Folk Song 
Recital., : 
Tuesday, May 2 at 1:00 p.m., Room 1220 
Main the> Baruch.Choraleers will present a 
varied program under the direction of 
Miriam Brickman, who .conducts the group 
from the piano. On the same day, at the 
same place at 3:00 p.m. Professor Walter E. 
Nallin, Chairman of the Music Department, 
will lead the Baruch-Band in a number of 
compositions which includes many 
favorites. 
Wednesday, May 3 at 10:00 a.m., Room 
1220, Mrs. Lynn Siebert, who was the violin 
soloist in the Beethoven Romance with the 
Baruch Chamber Orchestra last semester, 
will appear in a Folk Song Recital. At 11:00 
a.m. the Faculty String Quartet with Beryl 
Goldberg and Ora F. Saloman violinists; 
Sidney Fried, violist; Peter Rosenfeld, 
cellist will perform the String Quartet Op. 18 
No. 1 by Ludwig van Beethoven. At 12:00 
noon Marya Sielska, pianist will join the 
Baruch Faculty String Quartet to play the* 
Quintet for Piano and Strings Op. 44 by 
Robert Schumann. At 1:00 p.m. the busy 
Faculty String Quartet will continue with a. 
concert featuring the String Quartet No. 2 by 
Alexander Borodin. At 4:00 p.m. the vibrant 
vibrating JAZZ-ROCK-GROUP led by 
Steven Porter will present an hour-long 
concert. 
The Spring Festival will conclude with its 
only evening concert - also in Room 1220 
Main - at 8:00 p.m. with a w> 
Cfcntnber Orchestra appearance 
direction of DonalcTBarVa"'Wiarr B 
joined the music faculty at Baruch last Call 
will be remembered for his fine conducting 
of the Chamber Orchestra at its debut in 
February. Also he has been almost wholly 
responsible for the Spring Fest ival 
production of HAIR. The May 3rd concert 
will feature the great Fantasia in C for 
Piano, Chorus and Orchestra by 
BEETHOVEN. Piano soloist will be the 
versatile Miriam Brickman, who not only is 
a gifted pianist with the Galliard Trio which 
appeared at Carnegie Recital Hall. 
ALL CONCERTS ARE FREE OF AD-
MISSION CHARGE. 
Tomorrow is your lost chance to enter the Baruch 
Photo Contest 
check room 212 S.C. for details 
Judging 
of the contest will be on 
Monday May 8, 1972 at 2:00 
in the North Lounge 
Be There 
refreshments will be 
Photo Contest Juagos May ~S, North Lounyo 2-4:30 pen 
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Bock Discusses Art and Science 
by Peter Coringrato and Sheila Lithco 
.The Relationship Between Renaissance 
Art and Science was discussed before the 
Baruch History Society on~ Thursday April 
20 hy Mr. George Bock. 
Mr. Bock began his discussion with the 
statement that suppression of art by the 
NAZI'S in the 1930's typHy?s a totalitarian 
government. He stated that many artists 
were sent to concentration camps because 
they were a threat to the, Thuja* Reich's 
philosophy of _ totalitarianism. " Although 
artists were rdevated to stjb-human level, 
their urge to paint was still Intense despite 
mutilation of body and mind, he said. 
Why would anyone want to suppress art? 
Lm*t art to be enjoyed and appreciated? 
Accenting t o . Mr. Bock, art has more 
aesthetic significance. First of all art is 
, equivalent to thought-rational and scientific 
thought. Secondly, the artist portrayal is an 
expression of his own inner feelings. This 
delineation is manifested in complete and 
total freedom of expression and thought. 
There i s a three fold relationship, Mr. Bock 
continued, reason, individuality and 
freedom in the artists paintings. Without 
these factors art; can't express thought. 
These are precisely the elements that must 
be suppressed in a totalarianism regime. 
Mr. Bock stated that art is the forerunner 
of rational scientific thinking. There are 
only two periods in history that reflect this 
rational thought, he said, The first is 
Hellenic Greece. 
After the Persian Wars, Greece adopted 
the art forms of the ancient orient. But 
Greek, artisans began to add something new 
and different - reflection of man's thoughts 
and ideals. The great philosophical thinkers 
like Socrates, Plato and Aristotle come on 
the scene at this time which indicates man's 
rational scientific thought, Mr. Bock said. 
Western history begins in the realm of art 
and this immediately transposes itself into 
science and philosophy. Therefore science 
begins in the framework of art and this 
develops into the personality of man, he 
s a i d . " - , . . • 
ideals. It was not until the Renaissance that 
man begins to concern himself with per-
spectives in art - that is the focus upon man 
instead of a deity, he stated. 
The capital of the art world during the 
Renaissance was in Florence Italy which 
was the only city state still free enough for 
artists to express themselves. This ex-
pression was reflected in the Dome shape 
cathedrals. 
Mr. Bock said that the high point of 
Renaissance art was in its paintmgs. This -
was the first time in history that artists 
concern themselves with creation of a 
pictorial image, an attempt to get depth in 
their paintings. 
The age of Renaissance produces several 
scientific theorists such_as Coprenicus and 
Newton. Mr. Bock beiieVes that art was a 
major contributor uv^evelopment of this 
rational scientific thinking. 
To suppress free thought the fast step is to 
destroy the art work since this is an in-
dication of man's free and individual 
thinking, Mr. Bock concluded. -
Latin America Offered 
Contemporary Latin America is un-
dergoing profound changes which cause the 
political and social- turmoil we so often read 
about in our North American newspapers. 
What changes are-taking place? How do 
these changes effect traditional patterns of 
politics and social class relations? These 
and other questions win form the core of 
History 70 (Latin American Civilization) to 
be offered in the fall. 
The course will examine the 19th century 
origins of contemporary Latin American 
problems whue especially focusing upon 
20th century reform and revolutionary 
movements . The history of Mexico, 
Argentina,-Chile and Brazil will be most 
carefully examined. Some of the books to be 
used in the course are Studies of Latin 
American Societies by T. Lynn Smith, 
Democracy in Mexico by Pablo- Casanova, 
mis; t ime artists began to experiment with 
the illusioament of depth. 
During the Middle Ages art was only 
concerned with religion or huhamistic 
, ~and iRevetntian "hi 
Regis Debray and" Salvadore ABende. 
All students are invited to enroll in the 
course and to consult with Mr. Kennedy in 
the history department offices. 
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AHmemhers of student Government shall 
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_Go European vvithout leaving 
the country. Fly with us. And stay 
with us top.. Foroniy $4'to $8 a night. 
In student kinds of places. At student 
kinds of prices. With your kindof 
people: students. The kids in Europe 
have beendping itforyears. 
Now you candio it here on the 
American Airlines^Hostel Plan. For 
students who t%,{iia^ratliy)Americ^ 
Airlines. If you-re headed to some of 
our biggest cities this summer, you*H 
find clean, conyenientfy located; 
spots to hang your hat. Ata cost that 
won't hangyou up. 
lines, Jo 
^teiaivis4faatycai!11^5r^ ^ wayaod^ay fG^^ssioorgatt an 
You'll get fresh linens when you 
check in. A comfortable double 
room. And, depending on the school, 
afr conditioning, pools, tennis courts, 
lounges. Movies, concerts, theater, 
whateyerhappens to be happening 
on campus. 
To hefpypuiget around, we'JIfly 
your bike whenever ydu f ly for just 
$7. G^i^-ypuhM^i^:|0M^ita Ford 
Pintof or only $5 a day, 50 a mile (if 
you'reover21). 
Tr^summer, 
card if you're under22ahd 
me 
jr 
some of the largest universtttes îri 
the East In Boston, Washington, 
O.C., and New York City. / * 
Amenean AlrBnes reselrvatipr^ 
officeV And askabootthe^nlversilles^ 
on the Hostel Ptan. 
Thg wotV it 
Editor-in-Chief 
L INDA M A T U L A 
Editor 
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Unlimited Cuts 
The lack of consideration shown by the faculty for the 
Student Body in regards to the moation of doing away with 
jnlimrted cuts for Juniors and Seniors is extremely alarming, 
especially after all their talks about!the hopes of the Faculty 
Senate working with the Student Senate for the betterment of 
the college. Faculty expressed wishes for better student-
faculty, relations. Do they have any idea what the passage of. 
the maHon would have done for student-faculty relations? 
Studerrt'facuJty: relations are far f rom good at Baryctv with 
fhe students looking uf>0n the faculty as uncaring robots. The 
-ernovarof unlimited cuts would have alienated the two bodies 
2ven more. 
. The argument that students are doing poorly in their ciasses 
because of unlimited cutting is not convincing. For everv 
student who cannot handle the responsibility of attendance, 
there is a large number who can. To destroy a privilege of 
many because of a few is not in the students' best interest. 
The removal of unlimited cutting for Seniors and Juniors 
appears to be another attempt by the faculty to cripple the 
development of the Student Body. If faculty are not capable of 
keeping students in attendance i t is the faculty's fault. Faculty 
incompetence cannot be ocvered up by forced attendance. 
Student Power 
T h e strong d isplay of s tudent power shown a t the facul ty 
meet ing should be taken as a w a r n i n g by the facul ty . Students 
wi l l not a l low the f a c u l t y . t o m a n i p u l a t e t h e m . 
When e m e r g e n c y condit ions ex is t , students wil l band 
together and o v e r c o m e . 
Tony Sanbuccini - Lower Senior -
Accounting 
I'm tired of using this war a s an 
excuse to. cut classes. Find out who 
wants to strike during his or her 
vacation, then you'll find out who is 
really sincere. 
Robert West - Lower Soph. -
Undecided 
It doesn't make a difference to 
m e . I stopped striking the day I -
won the draft lottery! 
by Steve Hiller 
tifc yw^^Vthii^we af Baruch 
should s tr ike b e c a u s e of the 
renewed straggles in Vietnam? 
Frank Moscbberger - Upper Junior Linda Schaeffer - Upper Soph. -
- Accounting • JS. Education 
Definitely not! Why do they If it's really going to do some 
always want to strike -as soon as good, I'm all for it. But I think it's 
the weather gets nice. Try it in the going to be no more than a reason 
winter, maybe people will believe to enjoy the sunshine, 
you then. 
Gale Klein - Upper Freshman - Sharon OHara - Upper Junior -
Education Marketing 
I think we should most certainly If we don't voice our opinion on 
strike. Sooner or later Nixon will this issue now, soon it's going to be 
have^to listen to us. * ™ " - too la ter - r-~ - "• ——.-;-=--=• - - -
To Mr. Yablow in response to your 
art ic le : F R E S H M A N ORIEN-
TATION! STRIKE ONE. 
When I began reading your 
article of "constructive criticism," 
the first thing that I thought was 
that you are a spoiled baby that 
didn't get a chance to be a student 
leader again. Of course, I no longer 
"believe this after further in the 
article, you gave your defensive 
denial. Well, Mr. Yablow, it seems 
that after much careful con-
sideration as to the needs of fresh-
men, you have come up with that= 
ever popular technique to further 
depersonalize and alienate, new 
students, g ive 'em a book! 
Mr. Yablow, you are basing your 
criticism of this program on the 
assumption that since your class 
' w a s purposeless and did not 
manage to reach any student on 
, any^evel, so was everyone elses. If 
you Deheve that this is a valid 
assumption, please contact m e and 
I will give you the names of many 
freshman that did not waste a term 
^with their group. 
As to the freshmaaft orientation 
program being a flunky Psych 1 
class, obviously you have either 1) 
not taken Psych 1, or 2) have 
merely projected your own belief 
on -*-hat a student leader is - ar. 
amateur shrink. 
I will not g o as far as to say that 
the program is perfect. I believe 
that it i s present ly pretty-
mediocre, but, die purpose of this 
program is to help. Unfortunately, 
the best way to help is not always 
the one that jumps up and hits you 
in the face. If you are sincere in 
your desire you don't just quit 
because you couldn't look good. 
You try new ways and new people. 
Maybe the one to fill your shoes 
will succeed! Who knows? 
As to the staff buying you off, 
Jan, DON'T FLATTER YOUR-
SELF! Maybe they felt that they 
were tapping their resources and 
not losing your input completely. 
In my opinion, after reading your 
article I am sure they also realize 
that there is very little to tap. 
I would appreciate, being a 
concerned student, that you did not 
keep trying to get your cookies off 
being a "radical reporter" at the 
expense of the Freshman program. 
Why don't you get mad at your 
Psych 1 teacher for mis-directing 
you on your career as a student 
leader. 
TO *F5IE EDITOR: 
The Finals Schedule published in 
last week's Ticker shows that 
seven examinations are to be given 
on Friday, May 19. This day is also 
Shavous and therefore a conflict 
develops for the Jewish student. 
TTK* Rflfiioh Cnllpgo rh»p»or ^f 
JDL has been aware of this 
problem and we have been in 
contact with the Administration 
with the hope of arriving at a 
solution. 
At our reques t , P r e s i d e n t 
Wingfield has sent memos to all 
Department Chairmen instructing 
them to be most cooperative with 
Letters 
all students who cannot take finals 
on May 19 because of religious 
reasons. If any student is faced 
with this sort of conflict he should 
immediately contact his instructor 
and work out the best possible 
alternate date. 
If, for any reason problems 
arise, or the student is not treated 
with cons idera t ion and . with 
fairness, he should contact the JDL 
in room 316 SC at once and we will 
help him in every possible way. We 
feel that no student should be 
-penalized in any way for his 
religious beliefs. 
The very act of scheduling finals 
on a religious holiday reflects a 
great degree of insensitivity on the 
part of the Administration towards 
Jewish students. We hope that in 
the future those involved will be 
more considerate and aware, and 
m£ke sure that tests will not be 
given on religious holidays. 
* *** Shalom, 
GLENN BANK 
*ap Chapter Chairman 
W*^Af>m 25, 1972 
Hon. Richard M. Nixon 
The White House 
Washington., 3 . 2. 
Pear Mr. President: 
We, the undersigned members of 
the Mathematics faculty- of the 
Bernard M. Baruch College of the 
City University of New York, 
condemn ail past and present 
American military intervention .in 
Southeast Asia, and call for an 
immediate end to ail such military 
action, whether direct or indirect, 
in Southeast Asia. 
R e s D e c t v 
Sam Zaslavsky, Harry X. Bixler, 
Albert A. Schwartz, Warren B. 
Gordon, Devora Wohlgelernter, 
Howard Bani lower , Susan 
Schindler, Walter Wang, Michael 
Gartenberg, Susan L. Friedman, 
Edward S. Miller, James M. 
N e w m a n , Alfred Fr ied land , 
Sy lves ter R e e s e , Wendell O. 
Haynes, Joseph Ercolano, Anna Jo 
Rnddel. 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing to express my 
wholehearted agreement with the 
writer of the uns igned let ter 
printed in the April 18th Ticker. 
It's about t ime someone stood up 
and spoke for that discontented, 
usual ly s i lent minor i ty - the 
transferring student. I am also a 
future City College student. Like 
the anonymous letter-writer, I was 
ignorant of the fact that, with luck, 
two writing electives are offered 
each term at Baruch College. At 
least City College doesn't brazenly 
misrepresent.itself as the Baruch 
catalog does. 
Perhaps if more of its students 
transfer, the hierarchy of Baruch, 
or whoever is responsible, will 
repent in sackcloth and ashes and 
upgrade the School of Liberal Arts 
and Science. I don't really mind 
Baruch's vertical campus. I object 
to being c o n s i d e r e d an af-
terthought, here by mistake. 
Sincerely, 
Gary Weiss 
To: The Office of the President 
^ r o m : The Executive Members of 
the Baruch Photography Club 
Subject: The acquisition of Room 
1521 ( P h o t o g r a p h y Club's 
darkroom) for the use of Art 140 
(Photography I) -
We the Execut ive Members of 
the Baruch Photography Club, feel 
that the Art Department is over-
stepping its authority when they 
decided to use the photography 
c l u b ' s darkroom without con-
sulting the members of the club. 
This decision w a s made for the use 
of a course that is being offered in 
the Fall term. 
This course to our knowledge is 
concerned basically with the art of 
picture tak ing , not darkroom 
procedure. The darkroom itself 
cannot f e a s i b l y a c c o m m o d a t e 
m t o e than five people working at 
one time. We therefore see no 
possible way a class can be held in 
this unders ized and under-
edttipped room. 
The equipment that is available 
has been purchased solely through 
student funding. We, therefore, 
feel that it is our obligation to warn 
you that should this course be 
given we will remove all of our 
equipment. Since the upkeep and 
maintenance of the darkroom is 
the sole re spons ib i l i ty of the 
photography cluB members and 
not building and grounds, we 
therefore, feel that this is proof 
enough that it is the students 
responsibility and not the ad-
ministration. ? 
If the administration continues 
to pursue this course of action, it 
will meet heavy opposition from ail 
those students involved with this 
organization. 
_ _ ^ Cordially yours, 
Executive Board 





It's not fair. We must not allow 
the Art Department to take over 
the dark room, which w e got 
through pains and loyalty with our 
members. If the Art Department 
wants to teach a course in 
photography the school must find a 
space for them, but not our own 
club darkroom. 
1. We will fight for it. 
2 . Or wiH rernt>ve-ottr-equipment. 
It-s not fair to our club and it will 
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LightS THE 
by Jim Dennis 
Lies - Lies...COME ON AND TELL IT LIKE IT TIZ. ^ 
And Johnny seldom comes marching You strain your eyes to see through your 
home from the war anymore, More often coal like surroundings and curse the night, 
than he should, he comes home with a cane, something you'll do a hundred times before 
a crutch or in a wheel chair. Some Johnnies the light of dawn. 
come back and don't even know they're Many t imes during the night you'll 'see' 
home. They're the ones in a plastic bag and figures dart^ack and forth - standup then lie 
nailed inside a box. Johnny's m a m a doesn't down - signal to others and even head in your 
know whether it's her boy or not. An armed direction. Fatigue will cause you to sleep 
guard accompanies the box and won't allow and you'll dream of those who were cut 
it to be opened. (Depending .on the cir- down by 'enemy' fire today or yesterday. 
*—cumstances surrounding - the-death)-They—^Those ~ w h o - w e r e k i H e d - l a s t - Jweek:rare 
don't want the m a m a to see what a mess forgotten) Often in your dream it will be you 
they've made-of her body fruit. So Johnny's who get hit and you'll feel the hot piece of 
mama, who was in pain and probably cried steel tearing its way through your body and 
when he c a m e into the world, goes through you scream out in pain, bolting straight up 
the same thing as he leaves the world. Poor and awake a s you do so. Another kind of fear 
A" cotattHr bv Andrew Franklin 
"A Solitary Man" 
Johnny's m a m a . 
But for those who^ were fortunate enough 
to return a s they left, only wiser, there's no 
hurrah and the town doesn't all turn out. If 
they (the returnees) would listen closely 
they would hear the town saving what a 
sucker h e was for going and what a damn 
grips you then, as you wonder whether you 
were heard by 'them'. Sometimes this 
dream becomes reality and your first 
question is "Why me?", followed by 
"Doctor, a m I gonna die?" 
M u h a m m a d - Ali sa id " n o " . F o r t y 
thousand others now living in Canada said 
fool he is for being pround of having gone, the s a m e thing. Forty-five thousand more 
The days for heroes, villians, good guys and sayd "yes" and wish they too had followed 
bad guys have long since passed. Yeah, Ali's lead; they were given military burials. 
everybody but Johnny has awaken to find 
out about the real thing. (And I'm not 
talking about Coke) The contemporary 
villian is supposed to be "The Red Threat". 
Much to too many's regret Johnny has 
believed the old fools spill and hence, fell 
v i c t i m to t h e h y p o c r i t i c a l , pol i t ical , 
manipulating warring machine. 
Let your mind wander for a moment and 
just imagine how frightening it i s living in a 
life and death situation for a year or more. 
Many of those who are doing it now are your 
former high school c lass mates . That's 
right, the skinny kid who was always late for 
class, the *pretty-boy' who always wore 
Even many of the politicians are seeing the 
error of their ways and are saving "Out 
Now!" Still, this doesn't take Johnny off the 
crutches or out of the wheel chair. But is the 
political opportunist to bear this blame 
alone? Of course not!! Let's give some of the 
blame to your mama and daddy. They put 
these Communist hunters into office, and 
continue to support them. What I'm really 
suggesting is for you to take a good look at 
your folks> Go ahead, try it. I dare you! 
You might think checking your old-lady or 
old man out is absurd but not doing it is 
potentially sucidal; you have to s leep in the 
house with them. You have to realize that 
those dynamite knits or the one with the big they can be just as sick (please, no replies 
f ro ' who took you to Apollo Theater on your from Psych majore) and degenerate a s the 
first date to see Little Stevie. Yea, many of man down the street or that mob in 
them are there and they're scared as hell. Washington. Remember, they're the force 
Some of them will never be the s a m e again, behind the force that sent Johnny over there 
When they return they'll be much older than in the first place. Perhaps they!ve convinced 
you* though you w e r e the s a m e age 2 years you too of tine importance of Southeast Asia. 
ago. 
While you're imagining, imagine this: the 
sun starts to descent and the shadows get 
longerk. Each passing moment causes the 
knot in your s tomach to draw just a little 
tighter. All too soon it's night and it's as 
black as Invictus' "pit from pole to pole." 
But, if they haven't, and you continually 
oppose them, you might reap their wrath 
also. 
Even those of you who have those "Joe" 
type parents who support all the American 
Institutions, especially the government. 
Continued or page 12 
When the world seems to-be coming apart 
and life turns downward and you begin a 
rapid spiral to the depths of fortune you see 
things differently, often more clearly. You 
see that you have, by abandoning realistic 
principles, walked yourself to the edge of a 
high cliff, hung yourself over by both hands 
and suddenly find the boot of fate kicking 
your left hand loose and grinding the other 
into the dirt- Thus, you must m a k e a 
gigantic effort to recover what you enee 
had^somet imesan impossible task. Andi f 
the task proves too formidable you lose The 
whole game. And the greatest-irony is that 
you lost because you voluntarily weakened 
your defenses, lowered the walls, lessened 
self-reliance and generally developed a fatal 
dependence on others. 
Now; I'm not talking about a physical or 
material dependence but rather a psychic 
dependence. This comes about through close 
and constant association with a person or a 
group o$ people. Gradually you become 
reliant upon others (even though you ac-
tively resist this trent) and thus lose the 
essential toughness of your individualism. 
You can detect this eakness when ad-
v e r s i t y s tr ikes . And k e e p s s tr iking. 
Repeatedly you are hit with misfortune 
(both of your own doing and that of nature) 
and you keep falling back, retreating pell 
mell and, if the rot has set in deeply enough, 
you are finally overwhelmed and step out 
the nearest window. The retreat starts when 
the first set of blows hit but it picks up speed 
when you realize that your friends not only -
can't help you (which you knew and un-
derstood anyway) but don't even want to 
hear about it unless it is to derive vicarious 
pleasure from your stories. ("I started out 
on burgundy but soon hit the harder stuff. 
Everybody said they'd stick by m e when the 
game got rough" a rough paraphrase of 
Dylan) And the si lences, the stares and 
stilted comments show exactly what a 
walking disaster area you have=£urned into. 
But I can easily accept this fact of life. 
After alL Kerouac understood why Cassidy 
left that garret in Mexico a s he rolled about 
in the throes of dysentery, thinking he was 
near death. Actually this virtual isolation 
can be healthy for it forces you tc call up 
every last reserve of moral strength in order 
to survive. Of course there is a lways the one 
incident mat sets your survival mechanisms 
going. Perhaps a young lady you promote 
quite often, are exceedingly courteous and 
friendly to in daily contacts, walks /away 
from the shawdow you cast or the cloyd over 
your head in order to find someone whose 
fortunes and outlook are much brighter (but 
those are the rules of her game and if- you 
don't like them don't play — I will continue 
to play) and this, though initially numbing, 
eventually jars you into the realization that 
there is only one person who can help you 
and that is yourself. 
But Aha^signs_oC '!undejgendency.? are ._ 
always around you, it is ydpr^JotT tô  s ee 
them. Unfortunately many of us put on 
blinders because w e desparately want 
either to believe in others or give humanity 
just one more chance (even- m o r e un-
fortunate is that rather than realize our 
mistake w e are always ready to give 
"humanity just one more "chance"). Such 
things a s : 
Your "friend" announcing when you go 
out drinking that, no matter how much you 
drink or what condition you are in, you will 
be on your own. And when something un-
toward happens he gloats about it the next 
day. 
Or another friend who lets you down 
because dope-dealing got in the way. 
Or someone gets too drunk too early and 
leaves you sitting on a street corner waiting 
to go to a concert. 
Or the way everyone avoide the one who is 
tripping. 
All these and more are signs that you can't 
place your trust too solidly in the hands of 
others. But these are just isolated incidents 
a bemused professional humanist will say. 
In r e t o r t s say "BULLSHIT!" This is life 
and if you don't learn to cope with it by 
developing a tough hide and an even 
stronger spirit you will die, first psychically 
and then physically. ("I have no need of 
friendship; friendship causes pain" - Paul 
Simon.) 
But I 'm not going to c o m e out against 
friends who happen t o b e quite important 
After alL travelling alone s quite expensive 
have somewhere to g o wHJc& entaOsfi&vtaf 
friends someplace. Which is perhaps th 
best way to have friends: scattered natior 
wide so that you can see them when neede 
Ca utilitarian concept). One of the ac 
vantages of travelling alone was well state 
Continued on page 12 
ttakr 
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Inner Search Series 
Presents 
Mr. Clay Ma jette 
Group Worker 
Group Therapist 
Clay Ma jette will conduct an informal rap 
on mterpersonal interactions and group 
dynamics. 
Mr. Ma jette is a member of the Sociology 
Department at Baruch and has lectured in 
Urban Studies at Hunter College. Clay (as 
most of his students call him) received his 
Masters at JOhn Hopkins. University, School 
of Medicine, division of psychiatry. Hie is 
cut lently a Fbd-j candidate at New Yortc 
University. 
Clay's professional skills have taken him 
across the country as he has organized and 
run groups for Mayor Lindsay, American 
Airlines, and the mayor of Berkeley, Ca. 
This evening promises to be a very ex-
citing one. 




Planning a 3 month cross-country cam-
ping trip by car, leaving in June and 
returning early Sept. Looking for 2 or 3 
people (male or female) who may be in-
terested. The cost per person will be approx. 
$600 (that's for everything - Gas, food, etc.). 
It is not a must to sharethe driving. 
^ Call Tom 443-5628 Mon, Tues, Thurs or Sun 
7-10 P.M. 
Pan American Club Schedule: 
May 4 Meeting with Prof. Galati, Thursday, 
Room 1322 at Noon 
May 11 "Don Quixote" - Russian Version 
FUm, Thursday, Room 1303 at Noon. 
FINANCE SOCIETY 
The Finance Society will hold its last 
meeting for the Spring Semester on Thur-
sday May 4th at 12 o'clock in Room 1011. 
Elections will be held for the Fall Semester. 
Reception 
A reception will be held in the ninth floor 
lounge for Mr. and Mrs. Valerie Kremniov. 
Valerie, a U.S.S.R. citizen, came to the 
United States four months ago to live with 
his bride in Great Neck, Long Island. He 
was a medical student in Leningrad when he 
met Debbie at a summer r^sor4-in Russia 
He "is twenty-three "years oldf and* * it is 
believed that he is the first young citizen of 
his status in history to be permitted openly 
to immigrate to the U.S. Valerie would like 
to start studying Business Administration 
next September, and is presently taking 
lessons in English from Fred Low of the 
Baruch English Department. A book about 
the amaring adventures Valerie and Debbie 
experienced in making their lovestory come 
true is being published this summer. Coffee 
and pastery will be served at the receiption, 
March 11, from 6:00 - 7:00 P.M. 
"Sigma Alpha Tutorial Service is no 
longer accepting requests for tutoring. 
Students who have already signed up will 
continue to receive tutoring through May 15, 
1972." 
The Graduate Management Society 
"Presents 





Additional Corrections to 




ALL ARE INVITED 
TO ATTEND. 
Anyone interested in running 
. for the Editorship should 
send a letter of declaration to: 
Dr. Morris Winokur, 
ricker Faculty Consultant 
c/o Biology Dept. 




Acct. l»2trom Friday, May 19 at 3:30 P.M. 
to Thursday, May 25, at 3:30 P.M. 
Acct. 203,204 & 205 from Thursday, May 25 
at 8:00 A.M. to Thursday, May 25 at 1:00 
P.M. 
Acct. 210 & 211 from Monday, May 17 at 
8:00 A.M. to Monday, May 17 at 3:30 P.M. 
.. Acct. 221 from Friday, May 19 at 8:00 A.M. 
to Thursday, May 25 at 3:30 P.M. 
Acct. 203 from Friday, May 19 at 10:30 
A.M. to Tuesday, May 23 at 1:00 P.M. 
Issues and Practical Demon-
by 
Professor Aaron Levenstein 
with the cooperation of Prof. Egervary 
(Audio-visual Department) 
Since Marshal McLuhan's "Understanding 
Media," attention has been focused on the 
impact of the new electronic media on 
society and biariijefflt JKr^exsor L*even«te4» 
will discuss W p H t t ' M ^ antf wifi 
then demonstrate some of the uses of video-
tape, with student participation. 
Date: Thursday, May 4, 1972 
Time: 6:00-7:30 P . M T ^ 
Place: Audio-Visual Studio 
Main Floor 
155 East 24th Street 
Following the session, refreshments will be 
served in the Faculty Lounge, Room 522. 
& 
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Upon 
Tricky Dick Is Here 
byRobMuhlrad 
Almost Home is certainly not a new book-
in either its hard cover or paperback ver-
sions. The former has been in print for 
nearly two years while the latter made its 
.appearance about six months ago. I feel, 
though, that it is too good a work to be 
ALMOST HOME by Jonathan Schwartz. 
Lancer Books, New York. 222 pp. $1.25. . 
(Jonathan!) who is in love (Jonathan?) with 
his friend's estranged wife. I found a little 
bit of my former self in '"The Deep End," a 
tale of a fruitless teenage love affair. Other 
standouts are "The Project," "The Voices 
of the Wind," and "Waiting." 
overlooked, despite^jft»„faia_:_that_ 
readers have probably heard of it by now. mixture of love and hatred, serenity and 
Thinking back to my high school days, I acridity, Joy and sorrow. The one major 
remember those book reports I had to do. In fault of the book is that most of the leading 
each case my teachers would tell the class to characters are in their early 30s (Schwartz 
find out all we could about the author's life is 34). However, since Almost Home is only 
in order to more fully understand the book, his first book, the lew imperfections will 
While reading Almost Home, theTOithor's surely be erased in time, 
lifewasconstantly in--my mindsinc%I listen In reading the book I could almost hear 
to him every night. Jonathan Schwartz, as Jonathan reciting that particular story over 
you all know, can be heard Monday through the air. His selection of words are similar to 
An Evening With Richard Nixon, written 
by Gore Vidal, has just opened at the 
Shubert Theatre. This play shows the ex-
' ploits of Richard Nixon from his birth to the 
present a s President of the United States. It 
seems.that Mr. Vidal has a strong opinion 
about the current war in Viet Nam and he 
shows it by the actions of his characters in 
the play 
by Michael Agranoff -*^ 
opened his mouth the only thing that came 
out was about getting rid of the Communists 
and Eisenhower decided to drop him but 
Trickle Dick spoke on the television and by 
his actions Eisenhower found »»»">•"» 
unable to drop Richard. Richard spent eight 
yeare as a Vice-President but then in 1960 he 
decided to try for the big time. He found 
himself against John Ttnmrafo in the d e c -
Saturday from 6 to 10 P.M. on WNEW-FM. I 
found i t very easy to relate the author to his 
book. 
Almost Home is a collection of short 
stories dealing, on the most part, with love, 
although other themes are present. The two 
stories that are anchored in my mind are 
"The Raconteur" and "The Deep End." The 
those he uses in relating anecdotes on his 
show. The settings for the stories are all 
places that he's lived in - Paris, Boston and 
New York. . 
Almost Home is scheduled to be made into 
a movie. That should give Schwartz's 
listeners and readers something to look 
forward to. He has written an excellent first 
first is about a disc jockey from Boston book, and has no place to go but up. 
An Evening with Richard Nixon is set with tioh and poor Richard lost the election when 
the audience in away as part of the play. For a part of the state of Chicago found enough 
they are like a jury watching the past go votes to make Richard a loser. Then in 1962 
before them and then deciding whose fault it he again tries to win a political office that of 
- WMA. T h e characters, a r e mmiMriMi^nr llwy - f^mnj iuM ^re^fcrntar-rearf 
represent the entire history of Richard too. He also had a fight with the press at that 
Nixon. It begins wim the birth of Richard time for he was so disgusted that he told the 
and then proceeds on to the beginning of his ~ {Kress to }"Screw themselves." Richard 
political career, when he got elected as again ran in 1988 for president but this t ime 
Student Body president at his college. Then he won the election. The rest of the play 
. to his medal winning career as a Naval deals wim Ricliard and Spii^ andmeo-ouble 
' Officer during the war. He spent the entire they are always getting into. The talk turns 
time behind the allie's line: Then to his to that of me U.S. being an Empire but that 
election as Congressman. This was done is ending for the U.S. would just collapse if it 
with me help of the RED SCARE that was in ever became an empire, 
existence at that time. It seemed that This play was excellent not just for the 
Richard had the habit of calling all of his usual reasons, the acting, plot, etc. were 
oponents in one way or another Com- good but for the reason that it left the 
munists, but never coming out and direct- audience with something to think about and 
ly calling them such. The year was 1951 I hope I haven't ruined it for you by telling 
and General Eisenhower had to choose a part of it in this review. I recommend this 
running mate for the up coming presidental play highly not just for the Anti-war groups 
election. He was told to pick Nixon and but for the conservative as well; so that they 
Eisenhower did. that but when Richard can see the TRUTH. 
UN m Wk AN JRR 
Jesse Colin Young looked as comfortable 
in the plastic fantastic offices of Warner 
Bros. Records, as Woody Guthrie would look 
in A Clockwork Orange. Jesse's music 
career, checkered with many harsh 
tragedies usually hidden by the glamor of 
the record biz has lately seemed to have 
of a sensitive smger, and individual, 
and still survive the evil grind. For reasons 
to be wonderfully revealed herein, Jesse's 
past and present course is to be respected. 
When the Youngbloods signed with 
Warner Brothers, they worked to set-up 
their own "sub-label" Raccoon Records. 
Many are by now familiar wim the wasteful 
and incompetent way the Youngbloods were 
produced and marketed in their early days. 
Their excellent early (and only) hits "Get 
Together" and "Grizzly Bear" sounded fine 
over the car or transistor radio. But mat 
otherwise beautiful first album was made to 
sound as if it was recorded on that radio. By 
tile time their masterful Elephant Mountain 
album was released, the band had had it 
with being tossed about and mistreated. 
Thus complete artistic control of their own 
.records was a vital point when the band 
signed with Warners. They were also given 
all kinds of help in setting up their own 
studio and label. 
"Raccoon's contract with Warners is up in 
December" Jesse stretched his words out 
beside himself on the slopes of the Warners 
lounge "and I don't know if Raccoon will be 
in existence much after that" With releases 
like those of Michael Hurley's'Armchair 
Boogie and Jeffrey Cain's tasty For Yon; 
garnering critical acclaim (especially by 
me) has been easy come by. But sales have 
..not soared anywhere near the praise. I 
daresay that the rustic, records on Raccoon 
have captured little more of an audience 
than avid Youngbloods cultists. Some of 
them hav* been already discontinued, quite 
an unfair circumstance for a label 
struggfing to establish, itself. One would 
expect that the Youngbloods, and Stu 
Kutcbins (heir loyal friend and manager, 
could devise some kind of catchy corporate 
campaign to give their Tabel one last 
desparate lift. "But we're only musicians" 
Jesse asserts **l don't know or care much 
about publicity ~:we only play...." And so 
on.... I would like more of the Youngbloods 
people within m e sound of these vrords to 
pass some worth? around about the stuff on 
Raccoon.;. -- ^;V,- .-.;. :--*'-„.;-.>-*•/ 
Talking to Jesse hrou^it oh some more 
surprises. E a c h o f t h e 'Bloods has bis own 
pet ijrojects on Raccoon and each does not 
have to dig the tastes and 
product of the other. Jesse favors and 
savors the musics of his pals Michael Hurley 
and of Jeffery Cain. Banana joined with 
drummer Joe Bauer on some flighty jazz 
jam albums, with, as notable a stdefriend as 
bassist Steve Swallow. Banana has sup-
ported Marin County biuegrass supergroup 
They are a great bluefp-assgroin? - cept 
when one of the singers sounds like one of 
the Beach Boys. 
Obviously troubled somewhat by the lack 
C<tf commercial success of his two favorites, 
Jesse spoke of "somebody like Hurley, and 
Cain^.have ^real talent for writing and 
singing." You can sense the disappointment 
when their records don't hit. 
Anxiously preparing themselves for 
release in the near future on'Raccoon are 
another Youngbloods album in July and 
when the season comes and the album 
ripens, we'll hear something eahed Banana 
and the Bunch. I asked Jesse what that 
would be like. "Just Banana" he said. 
Part of our afternoon together was spent 
on biography and influences. For a while-it 
seemed as if we were headed towards 
psychoanalysis^ Jesse referred with much 
obvious disdain to the days of intense 
adolescence during which he held the same 
horrible office jobs we all, do and did the 
college thing with pretty much the same 
disgust as we all do but in Jesse's case 
things were a bit different. Not too many of 
us, excepting for Oliver and he doesn't play 
music, have a father who graduated from 
Harvard. Both Oliver Barrett and Jesse 
Young were pushed to unreasonable ex-
tremes by Harvard alma mater. Barrett 
married Mona Sandler while Jesse Colin 
Young, it is said, walked up to bis dean at 
Ohio State and remarked "Dean, they call it 
Stormy Monday but Tuesday's just as bad! 
YouTl never understand what that means tor 
me." And with that Jesse left college. 
Imagine going up to President Wingfield 
and saying that. What could anyone say? -
"I'm from Texas and can play fiddle! Want 
to pick together?^,' 
Through T-Bone Jesse had discovered the 
blues. "Dad" he told us he had said "I want 
to major in the blues Please supportrmeT" 
And at the time, in tiiose early sixties, music 
was the only thing Jesse pursued with en-
thusiasm and devotion. The other realities 
in the world had to be dealt with but "when 
you pick up that guitar and you play that 
warm C-cfaord... Mnnnn" he smiled a 
communicative smile. 
Jesse met singer-songwriter Bobby Scott 
who helped him make his first album. When 
Soul of * Ctty Boy w i s made Jesse had not 
once performed before a Jive audieace. He 
borrowed the guitar from Stu Kutchins. The 
record is a masterful fusion of Jesse's lovely 
"worried" voice and blues and folk textures. 
It is a collectors item extrordinaire, as 
discussed in tins column some weeks ago. 
The label, in;typical B 3 . A . fashion, refuses 
to release either tbywiaster or the album 
itself. Jesse Colin w o n g and Youngbloods 
fans have long and ewgeriy sought for tastes 
of the album's wonders.*But whatcan you 
expect from die record company that helped 
bring you Terry Knight's Grand Funk and 
Allen Klein's Bangla Desh? 
t4The record cost about $400 to make" 
Jesse said "and the master costs only $250." 
So what's the problem???? Capitol knows 
that the record is hot property. "What if I 
die or something" Jesse said with obvious 
scorn. I was by now used to the bitter ex-
pression and the circumstances it related to. 
"They're probably hoping 111 die like Duane 
Allman or something." Such is the state of 
the record business these days and always. 
As an alternative to yet another harsh 
reality of the music biz, Jesse might re-
record the album and re-release it on 
Raccoon, calling it "Soul of a Country Boy." 
"I've been traveling and doing live concerts 
over the radio and been asking people to 
phone in what they thought about the idea of 
re-recording the album. In Washington the 
other night the response was pretty good." 
"I've been playing those old songs again 
lately, I haven't played them in years. And 
they're coming back to me and they sound 
good. I tried "Four in the Morning" the old 
acoustic way I played it on Soul of a City Boy 
and-Mmmmm it sounded good." 
I think thatliis acoustic music is among 
the best he has made and hope that Jesse 
finds the faith to go on ahead with the plans. 
Another quiet surprise came with the 
news that Jesse plans to do some small 
shows on his own, with possibly a small 
circle of friends for support. Recently be has 
been visiting FM stations in the late evening 
hours talking, playing some, and generally 
sensing and interacting with Youngbloods 
people via talkshow telephone. 
Interacting with others is probably the 
most impressive characteristic of Jesse's 
and while 
sitiyity in these cool and flashy times seems 
very uncool those with 
values may rally around his music. Jesse's 
career has been checkered with all the 
customary bad breaks that one can endure, 
and some good ones as well. Yet he has 
succeeded in maintaining throughput and 
quiet dignity and self-respect that is 
revealed in Ms 
direction. He spoke of tiie feehng for the 
acoustic bhies^We also talked about the joys 
of rock and roll and playing for the people. 
Jesse's remarks about bis wife and his two 
children are really not the kind of feelings 
well taken by everybody. He fears going out 
on the road and leaving "my way of life, my 
friends...the way;} city, people/ live i OJQ 
vacation is the way we live all year round. -
When I go on the road I lose aH sense of who 
l a m , wliere l a m . E x c e ^ w ^ « wejfey for 
people. I can only relate to tiWmosic, then.^' 
Jesse gave us a picture of himself .as^a 
musician first and foremost. Fronr his 
example one may see how far the 
musician's road lives are from the wild 
times idealised in Circus magazine. "I can't 
make my living from the records" he said. 
"And I have to go out on the road. My little 
daughter came up to me and 'Daddy, I don't 
want you to leave me' and I had to tell her 
'Honey, you want to eat, don't you? Well I 
have to go out on the road and play and 
make money. So I'D be home soon." He blew 
his daughter a kiss goodbye in the Warner 
Brothers conference room. 
All this time, while he spoke these words, 
Jesse had fallen back into the oceanic white 
foam couches in the conference room. In a 
candid moment his eyes widened and fixed 
their glance in space. He laid out across the 
seats in the late afternoon, in exhaustion 
from the traveling and the interviews and 
the distance from home. Jesse spoke with 
deep feeling of the love of his wife Suzi, his 
words referring beyond their personal 
visions to what he called "her giving...to 
everybody." He also alluded to being 
wounded by the "callousness, greed and 
evil" of people around Mm, past or present. 
"Josianne," "Peace Song," "Sunlight," 
"Ride the Wind" and "Light Shine," all Ron 
Bruse talks set to lovely music. As if the 
songs weren't enough we now may be made 
aware of some of the thoughts and feelings 
which move Jesse to write these warm 
melodies urging self-awareness and sen-
sitivity more prolificly and more honestly 
than any Lamfwrt Convention could. Jesse 
Young had given us two or so hours of Ms 
polite cooperation whtte we burled questions 
Two O'clock that evening, whue the city 




Continued from page 7 
have heard them b rag about cheating on 
their taxes . This is the first clue to the g rea t 
American farce. . .money. Any pursuit which 
leads to a dol lar is suppose to be noble. So, 
we've had Vietnam, Korea, Dominical 
Republic, Cuba (Spanish American War) 
etc...You know the whole score so explain it 
to your folks. 
And Johnny from My High who use to run 
track c a m e h o m e the other day and he had 
no legs. And the other Johnny who use to 
play basketbal l for the team, came home 
and he had only one a r m . The class of 1S70 is 
chipping in to buy a wreath for another 
Jolinny*sr b©x~~Hls^'-mataa'.'-got' 'a~-check" for 
$10,000 from the government . 
POLL OF THE-SEMESTER: 
Are you for or agains t Light Side/ Dark 
Side? Jus t jot "for or " aga in s t " on a piece of 
paper and send to Ticker Office c/- c J im 
Dennis. You m a y also drop your replies off 
at the desk in the lobby of the student 
building. Come on, par t ic ipate in something 
for a change. 
a Lady Cabdriver 
How I Couldn't Hack It 
bv Rhonda Buntzis 
No fooling! It all began when 
some ionev ciesoerateiv - a s:tuat:o 
neecec 
we ' • • a ' l i n r 
f > - *•* •"*• *~\ seives :n at one rime or another . 
Conforming to my usual slothfuiness. Z 
ed out that driving a cab two days a 
.< "w"o"_:.r "— " ~'~—" 
'is 
*£ 1.. 
r.aoiis ^anc .oungms so-itS/ man earmm 
me s a m e amount of money_ worKing five 
jbhg cays after school in an-office. -Fd had it 
up to my neck in the s a m e typest-cierk 
humdrum that 's been plaguing m.y working 
sum.m.ers for all of these years . I wanted 
something different; something s t imulat ing 
to rekindle my r ap tu re for working. 3es ides , 
there was a chauvanist friend of mine who 
kept pounding in and out of my ears how 
worx a n c ; you 
Outsider... 
:nen wnouic d 
guessed the rest , e tc . , etc. 
So, off to the Taxi Cab 3 o a r c building I 
went, prepared to live through a vigorous 
•fay which involved a geography test, 
:ec:ca. jxam eye test tat which ooint 
memorized the cha r t ) , finger printing, and a 
three-hour class session. A special $10 rip-
off fee was charged for a reason" I'm sure 
every cabbie is asking himself. The Board 
assured us all that our applicat ions were to 
be checked by the F . 3 . I . so we had__"better 
cot lie about our cr imina l r e c o r d s / ' In a 
solilocuv abou* some o a s s e r g e r who at-
iemptec to knife a cabbie with a twelve-inch 
biace but_was f o iled in his endeayor because 
of the new steel safety shield behind the 
sea:, it was also set t led that safety comes 
first with the hack commiss ion . I believe 
this story was meant to be encouraging. 
Speeches were also m a d e about how cab 
drivers only seem to dr ive like madmen , but 
in actuality, they a r e "profess iona l" dr ivers 
and know exactly what they a r e doing. In 
'he next breath , we w e r e told about traffic 
accidents and how they "happen, to 
everyone eventual ly ." We were given two 
special phone n u m b e r s to call in case of 
'if one is busy, just try the 
.so v e r v e n c o u r a g i n g to o t h e r . " A 
newcomers . I survived the cay brilliant-y, 
considering I and the three other female 
aooMcants were let ahead of the other 200 
waiting sou-s. 
cat t le waiting 
The guys were t rea tec uxe 
to be charcoaled into beef-
burgers , while the girls, I 'm half-ashamed 
'.o admi';, were ':rea':ed as r a r e gems . You 
fellows do have it rough somet imes . 
The main ordeal being over with, I 
...looked.forward, with only slight eagerness , 
to the following week when r would begin 
driving. Have you ever noticed that the 
closer to a goal you get , the less eager you 
a re to attain it? I was so nervous on my 
star t ing day, I actual ly felt like typing in an 
of::ce :or rest of m v .:fe. - c:cn iOOK u o o : 
_ _ joo ; . v iewec :t as a new 
role. I felt a s if I were being tested by the 
public. At this point, I was wondering how I 
got myself into such a mess in the first 
place. I worried about gett ing lost in the 
Manhattan wilderness twhich I know quite 
well anvwav" and fretted about being to 
C c : . . / - . - . , X ^ ~ ^ 
„ !S —C. « V „ U ;'oes • o *-»c- — 
e who travels with another 
~>j U - ^ c ~ , 
star t today; h\i 
must wait till that other is ready, and it may-
be a long t ime before they get off." Of 
course nzost of us can ' t survive without 
human conzpanionshlp on a long distance 
trip; I can and I pity those who don't have 
this ability. 
And another reason to have friends is for 
mn. After a mxmg a-ore orancs v 
a r aiconouc a n c you women' t want to be 
that. I have to admi t a t this point that 
without friends 'or acquain tances! it is 
difficult to en joy oneself t h o r o u g h l y . 
especially the way society is set \ip. But one 
should avoid gett ing too involved with 
anyone a s this will eventually lead to a 
sapping of internal s t rength. 
Bui without close friends you have empty 
spaces in yo«ur life; no one to talk to in t imes 
of t rouble. 'But you h a v e nc one tc talk ~z 
anyway whi^£ is why we all pour our con-
fidences tc s t r angers ws meet . "7/321. vcu can 
always find catatonia as the colonel in 
T * ~ y r . s "7*"" 3 U - IC ZS 
W W ~ . _ w'— -A W t t . i ^ C C ^ 
SC-C" 
'.ZZ SZ 
is rn i i rs 2ssa~~ runs zizlns". s e e s 
—~ — -^/~ —--.a ; ;er Zr~'z especially con 
liberal leadership . If ens does n c : seream 
Icve and peace but ra'iher 'the non-
odd man out. 
.against most of your own beliefs -"hicl~ "cu 
orgamzaucr anc : :gm :or ma t grouc :s 
survival you find m a : no one cares that no 
one apprecia tes that you have violated your 
^W"* rv*»»"i £»»•*>"'pc A—'- "~T- -• <r— *-- — r- v,-^ ->'- ~ , - „ ; _ „ -- w . . _ > _ „ . < — ~ , e s > . . . , — ^ ^ „ £ s J C C A a g £ . " S . 
irony you appea r as a spoiled child who has 
oeer cenio r r ~ ->-ô »o ^~ >̂̂ — .̂".- -̂ —-. ..-
- • ^ — C S. <Z.~KJ. use ~-="^"~ "~ 
r c e m s ever again. 




Scr'jc'r. M c y 4t'r. Coi'.ecfive 
Voiunteers are needec to he!~ 
organize the action. Ceil .WARTY, 693-
8110 if you a re interested in he ip ing. 
. ^J — . 
c i c u s t o t a k e c h a n c e s w i th . S c w h y 
r.ct give it t h e bes t ca re y c u c a r . ? 
C r . e w a y is j s i n g A m c c c ® g a s o l i n e s . 
\ c t o n l y d o e s I _ e a c - F r e 9 A m o c o 
help c u t c o w n on air pol lu t ion , bu t 
t e s t s p rove t h a t A m o c o can d o u b l e 
t h e life of your murde r a n d tail p ipe 
c o m p a r e d to fuliy leaced g a s o l i n e s ; 
spark, p l u g s last longer , t o o . 
.—.".c :rt c o p s e s mu . saca ra. . :es a n c 
e v e r a t r . c u s a n d m i . s a g s t e s t s , 
A m o c o S u p e r - P r e m i u m g e t b e t t e r 
m i l e a g e t h a n o t h e r p r e m i u m s . 
W h e n y o u ' v e g o t a lot of rr.cr.ev in 
y o u r car, a n d it m e a n s a lot of per-
s o n a ; f r eedom t c y o u , t a k e g o o d care 
/—• * with A m o c o g a s o l i n e s . 
AMERICAN 
I 
Y o u e x p e c t m o r e f rc r r . A m e r i c a n 
a n d y o u g e t it.-rvc 
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The Legend of the Three Little Pigs 
by Viashlunk Kudiskowitz 
Once upon a t ime there were th ree little 
pigs. The little pigs resided in a three-storey 
house. The bottom floor was composed of 
br ick; the second floor was wood; and the 
top a p a r t m e n t was m a d e of s t raw. 
the pig would nei ther come out to g ree t the 
wolf nor let the wolf come into the house. 
The wolf had to de termine another 
s t ra tegy. He decided to bring the las t little 
pig presen ts , and what bet ter p resen t is 
-«.*.«.-I-*,.- - tr - ~ n e r e ^ o r a ?*§ than food? Therefore the wolf 
The ra t tes t l i t t le pig -ived on tne ground began to br ing the little Dig tons and tons of 
floor. The second lit t le pig, wno w a s fatter ga rbage every day (since everyone knows 
than the first, l ived on the second floor. (You 
m a y think you have discerned a con-
tradiction, s ince the first little pig was the 
fat test ; but tha t w a s a few m o m e n t s age , 
a n d the second little pig has been eat ing all 
C l T . O <=»' 
 r   (si  r : 
pigs eat- g a r b a g e ) . The little pig a .e 
bit of rf* 
Since the pig was eat ing too much ga rbage 
very 
J3—*f~' —I not get t ing enougn exercise . 
that t ime , so tna t h'e is no\ 
one cay - 3az 
rour. 
tnat remained 
Tne tn i re uttue pig, who was tne tninnest of 
..slLJiyed.iri.the s t r a w pa r t a t the: top of the aga ins t the walls . 
building. You probabry thmk-itis^strange"tcr 
hear of a thin pig, bu t he had to go on a diet 
when he b e c a m e too la rge and fat to fit into 
the m u d puddle tha t he swam in daily. 
I t also chanced to happen that a wolf 
res ided in tha t ve ry s a m e neighborhood. 
The w o l f s n a m e w a s Mack. As luck would 
have it, the wolf's favori te food w a s - e r -
pork chops, so to speak. 
pig had gotten too la rge and the brick house 
exploded from, the p ressure of me ?-g 
"All" that r e m a i h e c were the pig and the 
was AV|' e wo-
3XAXINATIOX 
oasec on 
5 3 THR 
•< •*. H . 
So one fine day the wolf went to the nigs 
home and cal led " F i r e ! F i r e ! F i r e ! " 
third little pig, whose s t r aw walls were th 
thinnest, h e a r d the wolf's cr ies , and im 
mediate ly leapt out of his window, 
' ; avoid becoming - a roas t 
thus 
nopmg 
r rV* - -~~, an egg sneer , wnicn ne ne . c n g n t ; 
third little pig. The l i t t le pig landed on 
egg slicer and - p re s to ' - sliced h a m ! 
The other two little pigs took 
philosophically. They simply said, "Here 
today, pork t o m o r r o w ! " 3e s i ce s , they knew 
that since pigs were so big and-fat one pig 
would las t the wolf a t leas t a vea r . 
v s ; c ^_ e >~^-. 
food supply began to run cut. Sc he re tu rned 
to the pigs* res idence , ca r ry ing his egg 
slicer. and wai ted for the two remain ing 
little pigs tc go for their afternoon swim in 
the mud. 
Jus t a s the second little pig was gracefully 
executing a swan dive into the mud, the wolf 
held out his egg s l icer ; and what dove into 
the mud w a s sl iced posk. Alas! Since this 
-~as the fat test lit t le pl jg^kere w a s enough tc 
l a s ; for m o r e than a yea£?-^ 
"lean""hfle. the th i rd IfertZe ci-z " _ 
- 3 - ^ i . , f > . Head Comorenension 
_. Tne oest nt-e for this st i s 
Once a oig, a lways a m 
c — ̂ ecioes IOI cooking porx 
2. Tms s;or; 
al it teacnes us 
s signiricant oecause 
,N 
e z"~"~c."z es c ar^ 
was a m'ominen' 
pniiosopner 
c) Kudiskowitz was a great auth- • 
a) pigs usually live in a p a r t m e n t houses 
s lock like swans when "the" c ivs 
_—S>' 
wolves m a k e ;OOC •c. - c : s ; — > 
_t can oe i m e r r e c irom t: 
a) egg sl icers have many uses 
hi he who laughs last laughs bes t 
C/ pigs m.ake intelligent bus inessmen 
C. . V . £ C A I S 
P a r t Two: Vocabulary 





9. story is 
z) a tai_ 
"Zlventual l"" means 
o; oye-oye: 
" » • * " * f*? 
Scnooi 
ig ike 
seter Coringrato and She: 
On April 27, the Baruch History Society 
sponsored a symposium entitled "Refor-
ming the Schools." The guest speakers were 
Professor Selma 3e r ro l , History; Professor 
Benjamin Israel , Educa t ion ; and Mr. Jess 
Witcheil, Chai rman of the Social Studies of 
Washington Irving High School. 
*t3-»—>- "^2/o-~-»'>"' —>"»Tw
,r* "*c*r~ "-*);?r»V,^'••*T'"•'•,',•, " ~ -
formatibn on the X.Y.C. SCHOOL SY'STFX. 
She pointed out that the impac t of S. Eas t e rn 
Jews and Southern I tal ians in the las t pa r t of 
the ninteenth and beginning of the twentieth 
centures had crea ted problems that the 
schools were not equipped tc solve. Hi-
prepared and somet imes hostile teachers 
migrant s tucents , many o: tnem oemg non-
English speaking. 
Children who were able to and willing to 
learn were permit ted to s tay in school, while 
x others were encouraged to leave or were 
forced tc drop out. 
Professor Berrol s t ressed bet ter teaching 
as the best way of coping with problems 
faced by the inner city youths. Teachers 
must worx c a r e e r a n c oe m o r e sympa_net:c 
—B̂—
 T^s~-*"^**^o"""' ^ -ocr^ '^ "^P^ '~-*n ^*--*ci"*-— cr ^ " 
_.car-is :_- m e mg-~. .-_s a resn.;-
••s —<r ---=..' 
i c c a r .t; a _ ; a s < r _ (= 
Boosters tc Present 
Teiemochus Friend" 
As the y e a r ' s las t Coffee-Music Hour, 
Tuesday, May 8, in the Oak Lounge, from 
1:00 to 1:45, the Boosters a r e presenting a 
musical play, sponsored by the Depar tment 
of Student Personne l Services. Entit led 
"Te.emachus F r i e n d " , it is a very light, 
mini-musical comedy based on a short story 
by O. Henry. 
Of it, the New York Times (April 20, 1S72) 
said in pa r t : 
I t ' s a p leasant little show, given at 12:15 
and 1:15 Monday through Fr iday , and the 
cast of five, one suspects , makes the words 
and music c o m e off even stronger than they 
are. I t s all se t in New Mexico and has tc dc 
with the court ing of a widow by two _in-
separable cc^vhandT^ffiendsl You" cer ta ih iy -
can' t go wrong bv taking it in. 
RICHARD F . SKEPARD 
The cas t of five actors and musical ac-
com.panyist (who is also present ly pianist 
with Fan tas t i cs ) is a very professional and 
well drilled group who F r iday finished a run 
at Thea t re a t Noon. This is a basement 
enterprise a t St. P e t e r ' s Gate , on E a s t 54th 
off Lexington, which offers lunclwiour 
theatrical en te r ta inment , in a cafe-like 
setting, for office-building and other young 
workers in the a r e a . 
"Te lemachus , F r i end" , (which is an 
abridged version of an upcoming new-
musical) , w a s produced through a g ran t 
from, the New York State Council on the 
Arts. Mrs . Lock wood says : "We a r e very 
lucky to get these players down he re a t the 
Center between engagements . It is a happy, 
funny show — just r ight for a spring day — 
and I 'm sure al l -comers will enjoy i t ! " 
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I, a 19 year ment wife ynu to your classes. Then^^ 
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reason for gtfr^ >piayflw>Mlw tr********? thi» i¥lvyrg k > a d o n the achmg streets outside. I also 
;*t*i*v.«lir a r e ^ dementedL K'a part of the Job. Be on >wtnessed the sight of oWirious commuters 
H sunny oirt?^ ^(No^ I « | n ^ i t ^ going to yourgtiard wjien you see one of fliesetaxte ' 
rain,"caraetnerei»ly. Adbafly there wasnt Ttiey aro your e « i ^ r « > d regard you a s 'bnwgfcthemidtown iness; asiglrt wiiich J 
a cloud mtnesky^b«rt^#dn^ know t ^ interlopers on rfteir stroets, IT one snotdd »^wght possible only in newsreels. But the 
was not about to get out of bed\ walk over ever even touch your bflce, knap off and f a c t 'hat my meter was clicking made i t all 
and open the blinds to check tt out. Happy imimte the d^am scene m HamJet Be sure the more bearable to me. After five hours 
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goingv of picking up passengers, of 
biittoA&andfillmgoulcards 
wear me down. I became d^ows^r and 
started to fall asleep behindUhe wheeL Even 
though I took a ranch break and visaed 
friends, ^^dreaded going back ~ to The^ 
monotony. Omiments like, *K)hv 
took at the cute little gW!" o r "1 
the easier. The Q u e e n s ^ ^ ^ was supposed to test for nine hours, bat I 
•^ the, greatest legal rush around. It^s afi snwflowa^efV 
downhfll and you build up treraendbns hones; 1 brought the cab beck tot 
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^Oontimied from page 5 
and setting up the mechanism to take to a 
general • .student. body vote before the 
semester in which the referendum was 
drawn, ends. 
t » Ammendments—Ammendments to the 
constitution shall require (not inclusive of) 
two-third vote of the Senate and at least 30 
percent of the general student body. 
Ofl6lllfltKMI«.« 
Continued from page 4 
..etc; '..,-' 
2. small group process with stress on: 
improving learning skills, helping the 
student feel welcome 'and comfortal 
TM^prpj£«Sio^ 
• amdeties, providing a forum for gripes, 
tocreasmg social and psychological insights 
about attitudes toward college, community 
and sen**1 ^ ' "".• ":• j ' ". • ' ." '"' '"„ . 
3. an opportunity_JP get to know sefected-
f a ^ t y in a setting other than the traditional 
classroom.. -_V.'-.'-~ " 
Relevant Examples; 
1. At Queens College, the purpose of the 
Freshman Seminar includes helping 
students wim study and reading skills, in-
formation about col lege resources, 
collaboration in search of self-definition. 
Freshmen are also expected to get involved 
in selected college problem areas, whfle 
formulating : attitudes about sex, drugs, 
education, alienation, protest, etc. 
- 2 . Queensborottgh offers a Human 
Relations Training Workshop for student 
leaders for training in peer counseling, 
sensitivity training, prevention and control 
of drug abuse. 
3. At Staten Island <^>mmunity College, 
they will offer an experimental Seminar 
program for 130 freshmen in September in 
which the students and faculty chose a topic 
to pursue together for a term. 
' 4. John Jay has a credited bat not man-
datory orientation course for freshmen. 
*S. At Hostos a 3-hour per week Orientation 
course is offered-to^freshnien^or the first "8 
weeks of the tei*m. I t is reonired, has one 
academic credit and is taught by coun-
sellors in d ie college. - . 
ition 
In early May 1972 the Intercollegiate 
Accounting Society wiH hold its sixth annual 
Intercollegiate Thesis Conference. The 
exact time and place will be announced at a 
later date. The purpose of the Conference is 
twofold: First* it enables the students of the 
member colleges' and universities in me 
metropolitan area to present their papers at 
the Conference: and, second, to have the 
distinction of having their paper published 
in the Society's annual publication, The 
Collegiate Accountant, which i s also 
distributed to many accounting firms in the 
New York metropolitan area. These Onus 
take great interest in this as they, in 
material rwihiished and 
ference. - : 
3. Date and place of Conference to be an-
nounced. - r_ . ' ' " * ' 
Essay 5 Read 
the efforts mvested by the sltudelite m our 
opinion: make them better rounded when 
they enter the field of public accounting/' 
Criteria for papers: 
1. The papers must be on some aspect of 
contemporary business principles; _ e.g., 
accounting, finance, EDP, management, 
taxation, etc. 
2. The papers must be^ double spaced and 
submitted to the president of the Society in 
duplicate. -
3. Those papers receiving the highest 
awards will be presented at the Conference 
either by the author or by bis proxy, who 
must also represent that college. 
Awards: 
1. There will be awards of $200, $150, and 
$100, respectively, for the three highest 
ranking papers. 
2. There will be an award of $50 for each of 
the other papers published in The Collegiate 
Accountant. 
3. Certificates of merit win be awarded for 
all papers submitted. 
Timetable: 
1. Students, must notify the president of the 
Society immediately if they intend to submit 
a paper: 
John N. Warfield * 
1 Pace College Plaza 
Room T720 v 
New York, K.Y. 10038 
Telephone: c 
(Day) (212) 285-3573 
(Evening) C212) 285-3110 
2. Awards^win be announced at the Con-
Students who were in Mr. Low's English 
classes last semester (English 1.1) may be 
interested to know that their essays on "My 
Account of the Flood" were read 
by (he authorr Daniel Sargent, 
is primarily an art historian, 
tured at Harvard and M.I.T. 
career. (His nephew is presently Governor 
. T * r -
^ T h e ^ _ _ . _.^ 
York State 6oard o l 
CU>TV' Master Phui 
statewide plan for 'enucatxon. 
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is 
aspects of such varied concerns a s Ecology 
and Historieal Preservation)." Haying 
followed the Open Admissions Program 
closely for the past two years, Mr. Sargent 
was especially: excited about the work efr 
Baruch students. In a letter of 22 March, he 
writes: "I read the papers of your (Mr. 
Low's) students on "My Account of fee 
Flood" and was amazed tfy their in-
telligence." Sargent pointed out that "A 
number of the students commented mat the 
Brother-in-law was playing God. I can see 
he was, outfit was not in my mind that he 
was when I wrote the poem.^ The letter, 
which progresses in detail for three pages, 
compares the critiques of the Baruch 
students favorably with the review in The 
Manchester Guardian, in 1934. Most 
students, without benefit of a sophisticated; 
literary knowledge, shoedf ar more common 
sense than me Establishment of mat time. 
"My Account of the Floor, by Noah's 
Brother-in-law (as lately discovered and 
newly transcribed by Daniel Sargent)'v was 
reprinted last year in Boston after a gap of 
40 years. It seems to be more contemporary 
than ever; and should gain in popularity for 
the social and moral issues it raises. 
of lower MaBtafcttaa* 
possible the 
in the City University of New York. 
_ > • . - • ' 
Our next camping trip has been*cheduled 
for May. 5, 6T and 7th- lt.%fllne^at JJotth^4* 
to naake^Qnaa - .—- . . . 
will walk North and South Mountain 
These trails overlook the famous Sleepy 
Hollow Valley and are quite a sight. On a 
clear day you can see New York City, 
Albany; Massachusetts, Connecticut, and 
Vermont, besides the Hudson Valley, from 
the trail'. 
You will need, or make your own 
arrangement for, a tent, a sleeping bag, and 
freeze dried <etc.) food: We may be able to 
combine equipment on all other things. 
Renumber BOOTS, also warm underwear 
for the evenings. Last year at fins time, 
people w e r e swimming in m e 4ake to the 
after noon and freezing at night. Preparation 
will checkany mishap that cad come up, BE 
READY FOR ANYTHING. - ^ 
We usually have people leaving at all 
tunes and plenty of room Hv**heir cars so 
please check with us if you want to come. A 
food list can be obtained fronVScott (me) in 
the Photo Club office around 9:00 most 
mornings or leave a note m B O T _ « ^ S . C JFpr_ 
any other information you can find* the 
Camping Club sitting in the photo chib of-
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by LINDA MATULA 
^^Si iMip ig^ i^ i i^^ -Mr ;J/wi^'|)iaiBaeil • sand r ..little money. ^S^?**^^??!* 
m^*&£M?i^*B*&£kL execufiad by * group of concerned and *nr aren?t ineethig theneeds ty wanto of Barucji 
^^ ^^m^^taSi^M vofveel Baruchians.Yes Virginia, there are students. Maybe some of you club people 
* - ^ ^ j n the «»ie:concerned and involved Baruchians. should ask around and see facet's done. £ 
The group was not a part of the so-called know now- you all try to- ge^imcwe peopfe-
clioue- I'to mosiber <xf A e c r o ^ l»ad interested io yoor eveets-^uid^ hioiw. ŷ aâ tey%. 
^ ^ ^ e r ^ ^ g e l and ke<^ tShaHs ami cut c o ^ . I see i t ^ the tiirie-CBot I Sb" 
tlian any o u ^ typical BarJacblan ' a whole bunchi- *i ^ ^ ; -^v:='-^-:^it-v -'* 
ac" has. firing D ^ ^ h ^ : For those of y&i who p a l p a t e d m t b ^ 
because a Uttle elbow grease was applied. It Spring Day activities, I have another 
wtrt didn^ have-a-lot^rf money to do it^with, - to invite you4o> Its-just as 
^ ^ ^ ^ U ^ O I ^ ^ B RM 3 t g s bulagel. It l erent i s&aab^^ 
£"?:: 
didnH have $5A« A^can Action Society Ticker Editor 
bad to work wil^. It cfete^thave as much held Friday, May &h. AH 
by Baker, money as" the French Club, or the Acc't run foi* effitor if A e y feel 
Ik i iq i^ -~-^9c^^ Arts_ urged to. attend the interviews. 
C3ub̂  It dldnVhave much money at aS. annual 
on baPs a?»d rofe home o*< Sprmg Day *72 did have soinetning behind it can-may have the chance to say what you 
' Baroch outhit ^lell; tiiat Axis columnist has spokes about want your voice (TK^tER) to aay-DonTB®' 
eicht Haven «4L t̂wtrwoufca' Tmrwifn' :-a^^^%", p*<Mc!*»iy-Itha4awori^ FOOLED. It does-matter who the editor of" 
«%»,. «^??» ^ , * 5 ^ - ^ ^ ga>n^ TICKER is. Importance of events doea not 
its § t Peters at spirit. Two wefl known bands, the New York play supreme role in what gets prinie&i& a 
Rock Ensemble and Bnxzy Lyhhart, added - paper. The Editor does. He dwfanmines what 
to that spirit Pepsi-Cola added f i ^ refresh- information you^l be getthig, and what y«tt 
ments to that spint Spakhng. and Converse won*t be getting. I am sui% the Tleker 
added to that spMtSbowgrass Landscaping Association, (who holds foe ejections) woold 
rm six run* to take over the Paltz at BjindM> Island.Monday the 
Jim talwooSL**aBei^ 
Attofflie 
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bits bis last five - Barueb wffl 
to - days this 
in Roosevelt Stadium UT 
at Pieasantville; New 
-m 
:-'";"'iSS'*'l 
trees to that spirit Monsanto added like to hear from you,the student I 
to that spirit A down and a sure they hope, as f so 
gorilla added to that spirit And several care. No matter how far-fetched it may 
stations and newspapers shared ^ a t «pirtt seem, T I « ^ i s a vidai. organ in fin% 
ft:: f w*i>&
i??4&e *•-witho*t\ an 
! Neither 
jn this achool from ^mmania; 
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